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Abstract
Since the beginning of the century, the European Union wants to catch up its lateness in the
field of the Higher Education and in the research area. Through diverse programmes and
new institutions it is trying to remedy to the problem. The establishment of the Bologna
Process and the Erasmus mobility programme helped the Member States to find a solution.
Concerning the mobility, most of the studies have a tendency to focus on the student mobility
and its impact on the career of the young generation but very few are focused the teaching
and research one. This case study aims at focusing on this type of mobility, the one of the
academics, and see what are the motivations and the outcomes for the academics of the
Faculty of Social Sciences of Prague and Brno. Finally this study based on the respondents’
answers and on the previous studies shows us that there was not a big evolution made on the
side of the academic institutions.
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Abstrakt
Od začátku století chce Evropská Unie dostihnout svou zaostalost v oblasti vysokoškolského
vzdělávání a výzkumu. Tento problém se pokouší napravit pomocí rozličných programů a
nových institucí. Zavedení Baloňského procesu a programu mobility v rámci programu
Erasmus pomohlo členským státům najít řešení. Pokud jde o mobilitu, většina studií má
tendenci se zabývat mobilitou studentů a jejím dopadem na budoucí kariéru mladých
generací, ale jen málokteré se zaměřují na výuku a výzkum. Tato případová studie má za cíl
se zaměřit na tento typ mobility, tedy právě té akademické, a ukázat jaké jsou motivace a
výsledky akademiků z Fakulty sociálních studií v Brně a v Praze. Tato studie založená na
odpovědích respondentů a na předchozích studiích nám ukazuje, že na straně akademických
institucí nedošlo k velkému pokroku.
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Introduction
The Higher Education (HE) system has always been a model built on the transfer and
the sharing of knowledge through the institutions. The universities, in order to improve
themselves and the knowledge they can bring to their students had always an international
approach to their academic work. After the Second World War the main example of this was
the “brain drain” that led many professors and researchers from the European continent to the
North American Continent. However, nowadays this massive “brain drain” substantially
decreased to move onto something that researchers like Terri Kim are now calling “brain
transfer and transform.”1
With this massive migration of the European researchers and scientists to the Northern
American continent, Europe faced a slowdown in terms of innovation and competitiveness.2
From the end of the 20th century, we entered an era of “Knowledge-based Economy” 3. This
knowledge economy means that now the states are not relying anymore on the industry to create
and have an economical growth. Countries need to innovate and have firms that are able to
create new products and at the same time that are involving a lot of technical skills and a lot of
knowledge that makes the products or services hard to copy or transfer somewhere else. In order
to develop innovation and collaboration among the European scientists. The European Union
(back then the European Community), decided to grow and facilitate the academic mobility,
both for the students and the academic staff. Within the Union, the membership of all the states
did not happen at the same time and was done through different integration phases. This led the
EU to be often referred as a multi-speed Europe4. This metaphor is usually used to mark the

1

Terri Kim; Transnational academic mobility, internationalization and interculturality in higher education,
Intercultural Education; 2009
2
Powell, W.W and K. Snellman; the Knowledge Economy. Annual Review of Sociology, Vol. 30; 2004
3
Same as above
4
De Neve Jan-Emmanuel; the European Onion? How Differentiated Integration is Reshaping the EU; European
Integration Vol. 29, No. 4,September 2007
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difference between the West and the East side of the EU. The Czech Republic which is a Central
European country and which joined the Union in 2004 at the same time as nine other states, is
often considered to be part of this lower speed. So in this study our main question is, how does
the academic mobility of the Czech faculties of Social Sciences of Prague and Brno performs.
The main purpose of this study of the academic mobility of the scholars working in the
faculties of the Social Sciences of Prague and Brno is to study their academic culture and
identity vis-à-vis the European Union and how it is spread among its Member States. From this
concern the study is trying to focus on those who are contributing by their work to deepen the
diversity and knowledge in the EU. The point here is also to study the effect of the European
Union by focusing more on people. The Erasmus programme is well known for its promotion
of the EU with the tool of mobility but it is primarily focusing on the students. This aspect being
confirmed by the person who came with the name of the famous European mobility programme,
Alan Smith. He was also the first director of the Erasmus Office. During an interview for a
French report about the thirty years of the programme he declared “We are not falling in love
of a common market…”5 By this sentence it is clear that beyond the mobility of the students
and to a lesser extent the one of the scholars, there is the avowed aim with this programme to
create a European cohesion and spirit among citizens throughout higher education. Yet, it may
be easy to bring cohesion to the students but the question here is more whether is it possible to
make the programme appealing for the persons that are already used to a certain extent to
diversity thanks to international conferences they are attending and the foreign contributors they
are meeting during their career. The additional point to this, is the fact that this targeted group
of people have a work life and other private constraints that the student do not have.
Consequently, the idea here is to find out what may be the motivations for the professors to

5

Source: Alan Smith, First director of the Erasmus Bureau; TV documentary; Erasmus, notre plus belle année,
INFRAROUGE; directed by Sébastien Legay et Matthieu Dreujou; Bangumi production; 2017;
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n7qUuraSDtQ&t=1588s
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participate in a visit abroad in the frame of their work. Few studies are already broaching this
topic in some other countries like this report about Finland6, or also in Turkey,7 but almost none
are doing it about the Czech Republic. In this study about the professional value of Erasmus 8
there was a focus on the countries of the Central and Eastern Europe but the Czech Republic
was drown in the middle of the other countries with no special highlights on this specific
country. Moreover, this study report is from 2006 and was edited in 2009 and it is analysing
data from both before and after the Czech Republic became a Member State of the European
Union.
There are a few reasons that brought this study to choose studying the mobility of the
professors of the Faculties of Social Sciences. The first one is the fact that faculties of Social
Sciences are hosting study departments that are used to have relations with outside actors. Very
often their theme of studies are about international relations or some specific regional area such
as “Western Studies”, “Balkan Studies” etc.… These fields of study imply that academics are
potentially more likely subject to move on site. This potential openness of the study department
to the outside world of the Czech Republic was also implying a higher chance for the persons
interrogated to speak English. So the starting point was also to see how a favourable
environment to mobility is acting on it.
So we can see that there is a lack of new study showing the trends of the mobility of the
university professors in the Czech Republic. Given what we said previously, there is very few,
if none, study in English about academic mobility in the Czech Republic. English being the

6

Garam I ; Internationa Teacher Mobility: Benefits and impact in comprehensive and upper secondary schools,
vocational education and training, and higher education, English summary; Centre for International Mobility;2007
7
Mede, E., & Tuzun, F; The ERASMUS Teaching Staff Mobility: The Perspectives and Experiences of Turkish
ELT Academics. The Qualitative Report, 2016
8
Janson K, Schomburg H, Teichler U; The Professional Value of ERASMUS Mobility The Impact of International
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lingua franca 9 of the academic world, it was interesting to try to bring a fresh one. This study
aims to modestly starting to fulfil this gap. Very often, the official studies and the news articles
are highlighting the countries where the outgoing and the incoming mobilities are the most
important and are advertising them as drivers of great diversity and as the good example to
follow. Conversely, the rest of the other countries are pushed into the background and do not
get any credit, even if they are trying something. The problem with this is that the countries
highlighted are often countries with advantages from the beginning. For instance countries like
the USA, Canada or the United Kingdom have the advantage of speaking English and their
scholars are able to move to another English speaking country without any trouble. Thus the
point here is to see how a country from Central Europe with a language that is not very well
spread and which has not a big population manages to perform in terms of academic mobility
by focusing on the teaching/research staff.
In the first chapter of this thesis we will try to highlight the context of why mobility is
so important nowadays and we will also explain what is intended by this current study when it
comes to mobility. This chapter will also talk about the sources that helped to the creation of
this study as well as pointing out their main strengths and weaknesses for this current study. In
the second chapter, the methodology and methods used will be explained. It will explain how
and to whom the different phases of this study were conducted. After, in the third chapter, we
will see, based on the answers of the academics questioned, what were the reasons for them to
have a mobility or not. We will also discover why they chose this or that institution. In this part
still, we will explain what the difficulties that the academics encounter during the preparation
of their mobility were and also when they were in the host institution. Then, in the fourth and
last chapter, we will see what kind of outcomes the academics had from their experience and

9

Hurst E ; Chapter 9 : English and the academy for African skilled migrants: the impact of English as an “academic
lingua franca”; in Nina M and Tight M (Ed); Academic Mobility; Emerald Publishing Limited; 2014
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also how they transform it once they were back to their home institution. Furthermore, we will
see what is the opinion and the view of the academics about the internationalization of the
higher education system. At the end of this chapter the importance of the English language will
be highlighted. Finally, the conclusion of this master thesis will be supplemented by some
recommendations.

6

Chapter 1: Historical background
1.1. History of the mobility
The tardiness in the competition that led the USA to be the first economic power in the
World made the European Union (EU) react. This lateness was also reinforced by the
appearance of the international rankings of the universities, such as the Shanghai ranking10 for
example. These rankings were putting the European universities too far from the top in the view
of the European leaders. For these multiple reasons, the EU, that was the European Community
(EC) at that time, decided to create many institutions and implement different policies to
remedy to this problem. The EU launched two main institutions, the European Higher
Education Area (EHEA) in 1999 and the European Research Area (ERA) that was launched in
January 2000. These decisions took place in 1999 during the 900th anniversary of the University
of Bologna (the oldest university in Europe). This meeting led also to the creation of the
Bologna Process. The aim of this process has been, as Peter Maassen and Christine Musselin11
explain, to standardise the way of production of the universities of Europe. The aim is to
transform the production and the product but not the institution. This meant to provide the same
tools for the universities in order to increase their international cooperation between them and
therefore increase the mobility of the students, professors and staff. All of this aimed at creating
a common scheme making the system understandable for everyone, whether the person comes
from Portugal, Germany, Denmark or elsewhere. This resulted in the standardisation in Europe

10

Officially named The Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) this ranking was introduced in 2003
and it is conducted by the Centre for World-Class Universities of Shanghai Jiao Tong University (CWCU). It is
often if not always referred as the Shanghai Ranking.
11
Maassen P and Musselin C; European integration and the Europeanisation of higher education. In European
integration and the governance of higher education and research; Springer Netherlands; 2009
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of the university degrees, with the Bachelor degree in three years, the Master degree in two
years after the Bachelor and the PhD degree in three years after the Master.12
All of this policies and action came at a time where the Erasmus programme was already
running. The programme was created in 1987 and its primary aim was to send students from
one Member state to study for one or two semesters in another Member state. The aim behind
this was of course to make them discover other approaches to their studies but before all to
create a European spirit among the young generation in order to make it accept the future
policies deepening the EU. The access to the programme that was initially only for the students,
was then widen to the academic staff of the universities. Nowadays the apprentices are also able
to participate in the Erasmus+ programme. The accessibility of the programme to the teachers
and the possibility for them to have a mobility started in 1997. In 2007 the programme has been
embraced with the Comenius programme, the Grundtvig programme and the Leonardo DaVinci
programme into the Lifelong Learning Community programme. Then in 2013 these
programmes became all part of the Erasmus+ programme that is linked to the Europe 2020
strategy.13 These changes are happening because of the EU’ seven years planning policies.
Moreover, nowadays the Erasmus programme is now called the Erasmus+ programme but to
simplify and make it clearer for the reader it will be referred simply as the Erasmus programme
or Erasmus in this document. As we will see later, the Erasmus staff mobility, the teaching one,
exists of course to create an exchange between the teachers/professors of the different
universities and to train them with different approaches, but it also aims at providing new
approaches and a new vision to the students that cannot have a mobility themselves. However,
we will explain this later, even if the aim of the Erasmus teaching mobility is to send a teacher

12

Corbett, A; Higher education as a form of European integration: how novel is the Bologna process? (Vol. 15).
Arena; 2006
13
European Commission; Erasmus+: The EU programme for Education, Training, Youth and Sport 2014-2020
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to teach abroad, very often the academics are using this system to create and establish networks
with the academics of the host institutions they are going in.
Concerning the mobility, as mentioned previously, many studies refer to the mobility of
the students and very few about the one of the professors. This focus on the mobility of the
students, especially in Europe, can be explained easily by few reasons. Firstly, the great
majority of the student mobilities that are happening in Europe are done under the Erasmus
programme. This makes the traceability of the mobility easier. Also, with the student mobility
(under the supervision of Erasmus), the researchers know exactly what kind of mobility they
are speaking about. It is a mobility that is lasting at least one semester and at most two
semesters.14 This rule did not change since the beginning of the programme. There is no other
possibility with this scheme. However, when it comes to the mobility of the academic staff, the
professors and researchers, it becomes much more complex due to the multiplicity of the
possibilities they have and that are existing. Indeed, as we briefly said in a previous paragraph,
even within Europe and even within the Europe of the EU, many programmes are available.
The existence of those different programmes is due to the fact that unlike the students, the
academic staff can have different aims, approaches and tasks. The academic community of the
H.E has different tasks like teaching or doing research or creating new partnerships or
collaboration agreements with other institutions. Also, unlike the students that are “only”
required to study whatever is their field of study, for the academics the field of study and
research matters in terms of mobility. Especially when it concerns the research type of mobility.
When the mobility is done with the purpose to teach abroad and to improve its own teaching
skills, the Erasmus programme is perfect for this but when it concerns the research, the suitable
mobility programme becomes harder to find and sometimes to obtain. A research mobility

14

European commission ; «Fiche N°/File Nr 17 : ERA-Mob ERASMUS : Mobilité des étudiants à des fins
d’études. » ; http://www.programmallp.it/lkmw_file/LLP///moduli/Call_2009/fiches_fr.pdf
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involves usually a substantial amount of money and so it makes the selection process more
complicated. This selectivity makes that some professors get their application for a certain
programme turned down and they have to choose a different programme if they really want to
have a mobility. Additionally, some mobility programmes, working with the awarding of a
grant are sometimes specific to a field of research. This specificity is explainable by the fact
that when a researcher is applying for a grant for an academic mobility, he will be judged on
his work and his competencies in this specific field of research. This judgement cannot be done
by any scholars of any institutions but it has to be done by its peers. So, because academic
mobility involves more factors to take into account to actually have a mobility it exists various
kind of programmes that are made to fit every expectations and also to be accessible to every
academics, from any field of research.

1.2. Sources which inspired this study
One book in particular was strongly inspiring the development of this master thesis. This
book is called “Academic Mobility” and was edited by Nina Maadad and Malcolm Tight. 15
This book is a collection of many articles dealing about different aspects of the academic
mobility. There is a total of thirteen chapters each being an academic article written by different
scholars. Firstly, if this book was the main source of inspiration for this master thesis it is
because it is one of the only books that is fully dedicated to the academic mobility of the
teachers, professors and researchers. Unlike many other books, such as Dervin and SuomelaSalmi16, that are studying the academic mobility of the students and its impact, this book from
Maadad and Tight is solely focusing on the teachers and researchers. This aspect of the book is
interesting because it is trying to study what the academics need to face when they are having

15

Academic Mobility; edited by Nina Maadad, Malcolm Tight; Emerald Publishing Limited; 2014
Dervin F and Suomela-Salmi E ; Academic Mobility Blending Perspectives; Publications of the Department of
French Studies; University of Turku; 2007
16
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a mobility. Despite the fact that the book is not written by the same authors and therefore does
not allow a continuity and a plunge into some deep aspects that could have been interesting, the
book is introducing the different difficulties or impacts that academic mobility can bring to the
teachers and researchers. Indeed, the fact that the authors are coming from different universities
with different background is bringing to the book a range of aspects that provide this study a
base of the elements that needed to be inside this study. For instance, the second chapter of the
book highlighted the fact that during a mobility an academic has two face a double adaptation,
a geographic one and a social one. It is interesting to take into consideration this aspect because
very often it is assumed by the readers or the researchers that because the mobility is taking
place into an H.E institution and that the mobile academic is coming also from a similar
institution, the adaptation will be easy and will not encounter any problem. This book is also
raising the issue of the academic tourism. This term designates the fact of having a mobility
only for the purpose of discovering the city/country where the institution is located. So this
book was used as the main source of inspiration for this paper but on the other hand it needed
to be supplemented by other articles that we are going to talk about because the main problem
with that book is the absence of articles dealing with the Erasmus mobility. This absence is
explained at the beginning of the book by the fact that there is a lack of studies and articles
concerning the Erasmus staff mobility. This absence is coupled with the fact that it is sometimes
too much focusing on the mobilities done by Anglo-Saxon academics or in Anglophone
countries.
Another point to discuss of, as mentioned ahead, it is the kind of sources available about
the academic mobility of the professors. Many sources such as the article of Caroline Kreber
and Jenny Hounsell17 are about the mobility of certain academics within the Anglo-Saxon or

17

Kreber C and Hounsell J; Chapter 2: Being an international academic: a phenomenological study of academic
migrants adjusting to working and living in Scotland; in Nina M and Tight M (Ed); Academic Mobility; Emerald
Publishing Limited; 2014
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Anglophone countries. If there is more studies concerning these countries it is either because
the people doing them are from one of these countries or because these countries have specific
policies concerning the reception of foreign researchers. Anthony Potts18 exposes that these
countries, and in particular Australia and New Zealand are trying to attract young researchers,
even as early as from the Master level to make them stay after their graduation and work in the
country where they graduated. These mobilities are a very case of “brain drain” or as we said
previously a “brain transfer” but it is not what we are interested in for this study. This kind of
long term mobility with no return foreseen by the peripatetic academic is left aside from this
work, although it could be interesting to see what the outputs of such a mobility are. What we
could however consider in this new “brain drain” is what Ackers19 calls “brain circulation” that
is more specific to the EU and is what this study is about, the encouragement of the mobility
between the different Member States. On the other hand, along the study, in the third and fourth
chapter of this study we will have a glance at how the foreign academics that are full time living
in the Czech Republic are experiencing or approaching this kind of mobility we are studying in
this document. We will see that for them, the relation to a short term mobility is contemplated
differently.

1.3. What does academic mobility mean?
One important point that needs to be clarified now is about the meaning that this study
intends when it speaks about academic mobility. Across the different research it appears that
there is a need to explain which group of people is designated and also targeted. In many other
articles, academic mobility often means the mobility of the students. For instance the book of

18

Potts A; Chapter 6 Patterns and persistence in academic migration: 40 years of Australian academic migration;
in Nina M and Tight M (Ed); Academic Mobility; Emerald Publishing Limited; 2014
19
Ackers L; Moving People and Knowledge: The Mobility of Scientists within the European Union; International
Migration Vol. 43 (5); Blackwell Publishing Ltd; 2005
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Fred Dervin and Eija Suomela-Salmi called “Academic Mobility: Blending Perspective”20 is
mostly dealing with the mobility of the students when the book that was cited previously
“Academic Mobility” from Nina Maadad and Malcolm Tight is dealing only with the mobility
of the staff mobility. This difference being made, now it is necessary to explain what it is meant
by “staff mobility”. In the case of this study, staff mobility means that were studied only the
mobilities that were completed by researchers and teachers working within the faculties of
Social Sciences. Unlike what it is highlighted in the Eurydice overview from 201421 that is
specifying that for the Czech government the groups of the higher education targeted by the
national mobility programme are: researchers, teachers, post-doctorates and the doctorates
candidates. The only group for the Czech government that is not considered to be part of the
staff mobility is referred in the Eurydice Overview as “other staff”. It is not mentioned which
group of people it exactly concerns within the university but we can assume that it is the
administrative one. It is also showing us that only two countries that are part of the EU are
including this group in their mobility programme. These two countries are Spain and Slovakia.
So in the case of this study staff mobility means researchers and teachers/lecturers only.

1.4. The type of mobility studied
This previous paragraph led us to one other question that needs to be answered before
continuing in this study. What does “mobility” means when it concerns academics? In the book
edited by Maadad and Thight, Balasooriya et al22 bring the question. Indeed, when we are
studying the mobility of teachers many solutions or at least many tracks are possible. Are we

20

Dervin F and Suomela-Salmi E ; Academic Mobility Blending Perspectives; Publications of the Department of
French Studies; University of Turku; 2007
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Commission; 2014
22
Balasooriya C, Asante A, Jayasinha R and Razee H; Chapter 7 Academic mobility and migration: reflection of
international academics in Australia; in Nina M and Tight M (Ed); Academic Mobility; Emerald Publishing
Limited; 2014
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speaking of a “brain drain”, of a long term mobility, something like more than one year, or
something shorter? Something like one semester, few months or even shorter? Another question
is, whether a mobility, in terms of days or one or two weeks, can be considered as a mobility?
Usually, as the literature in this area shows us (see note below23), the mobility that researchers
are speaking about is the long term mobility or even the definitive one. This means one
researcher moving to a different country with its family for at least one year or two in order to
settle there and build a new life in that country. Or in the case of the definitive one, this could
be associated to a migration24 under cover of a mobility. This kind of mobilities, as referred in
many articles involves a lot of constraints and sacrifices and it is not the goal of this study.
Moreover, these kinds of mobilities are happening in general for two distinct reasons. The first
one is that the academic is moving to a foreign institution because he received a great offer
from that latter one and all the inconveniences going with it, such as moving out and changing
life are worth it. The second reason for an academic to have a long term mobility is more
because of our modern society. The reason is nowadays, as Hallett and Yunus Eryaman 25 are
explaining, many young researcher are mobile because they have no other options. Once
graduated and their PhD obtained, they do not have any positions in their country and so they
are migrating abroad where there are available jobs. In that case, the mobility is more forced
than wanted by the academic. In this study, the mobilities studied are the short ones or what we
could call the “moderately long” ones. The choice to study the mobilities that are only
happening because the academics wanted to do so and not because of an extern force, forcing
them to have a mobility or migrate, was done in order to have a group with a same base and
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Kim T; Transnational academic mobility, knowledge, and identity capital, Discourse: Studies in the Cultural
Politics of Education; 2010
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therefore to reduce the differences between the participants. This helped to have a more
homogenous study group. Also, the point of studying mobilities that involve a comeback is
because this work wanted to study and discover whether or not the mobility had an impact on
the career or the experience of the academics in their everyday life and at work. Studying the
long term mobilities would not have been relevant in that case then. So in the case of this study,
the mobilities that were studied were the mobilities that were either at minimum two days long
or the ones that were one semester long or a bit longer. The Erasmus programme allowing
teachers to go abroad for a minimum of two days, this was the minimum length that was taken
into account during the study. Long mobilities were also taken into account, but as we will see
in the next parts, mobilities were usually not exceeding one month. The ones longer than a
month were an exception in this case.
The brevity of these mobilities has many explanations that we will talk about further in
this master thesis but it can already be partly explain by the fact that the maximum length that
the Erasmus programme allows is two months. Additionally, a mobility done with the Erasmus
programme means that the academic is going to a European country. This makes the travelling
distance not so long and does not involve any time difference, or not a significant enough one
to be taken into account. In this study, when a mobility was in the USA or in Canada, the
duration of the mobility was longer in that case. Usually it was also because the programmes
were requiring a longer stay and the travel time was a factor of importance for the academic as
well.
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1.5. The mobility programmes
At this point of the document the reader must think that we are only speaking about the
mobility under the Erasmus programme but professors and researchers are having mobilities
under different programmes as well. Indeed, sometimes if they are choosing to have a mobility
under a different programme than the Erasmus one it can be for diverse reasons. The first reason
that could occur here is the fact that some academics are not concerned about improving their
teaching skills or do not see the utility of doing so because sometimes for their career this
element is not taken into account in their recognition as a “good” academic. For them and for
the H.E system in general, what is taken into account to determine the “value” of an academic
it is his ability to produce and then have academic articles published in some appropriate
scientific journals. This management of the universities that are basing their model on the
university-based research as Young26 is describing is affecting the governance of the H.E
institution. Then the academics, because the teaching skill criterion is not regarded, they do not
want to lose time on such mobility. Nonetheless, we are going to start by presenting the
Erasmus programme now because it remains the main mobility programme studied in this
master thesis.
The Erasmus programme was launched in 1987. Thanks to this programme millions of
students were able to have a mobility in more than thirty countries across the European
continent. Ten years later, in 1997, the programme started to integrate the mobility of the
academic staff. The following academic year, 1998/1999 the Czech Republic joined the
programme. Additionally, since its creation the programme evolved many times, especially
because of the seven years framework programmes. Until 2014, the Erasmus mobility
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programme was part of the Lifelong Learning Programme and was only a sub-part of it. From
2014, the Erasmus programme became the Erasmus Plus or (+) programme and embraces three
main key actions27 which aim at helping individuals to improve themselves and give them a
chance to develop their skills within the EU.
The three key actions are the following ones:
-

Mobility of Individuals;

-

Cooperation for Innovation and Exchange of Good Practices;

-

Support for Policy Reform

These three key actions are also supplemented by the Jean Monnet activities that are
targeting and providing a support to the academic institutions. The Erasmus+ programme has
also the aim of promoting sport and its good governance and to develop the cross-border
cooperation of its actors. Obviously, in the case of our study the key action that we are interested
in is the first one, the mobility of the individuals. This first key action aims at developing the
mobility of the students, the academic staff (administrative and scientific one), the persons
working in the companies giving lectures in H.E institutions and recently also the apprentice
from the technical school.
The staff mobility is open to all the persons working within the H.E institutions, this
means that both the administrative employees of the institutions and the teachers/researchers
are able to benefit from it. This staff mobility is composed of two different possibilities. The
first one is the training mobility and the second one is the teaching mobility. The training
mobility aims at supporting the professional development of the staff from the H.E institutions.
This mobility allows the employees to participate in many events that are related to its training

27

European Commission ; Erasmus+ Programme Guide ; Part A- General information about the Erasmus +
programme
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except for the conferences. The teaching mobility, as its name indicates, enables a teacher from
the H.E to teach in a foreign institution.
For both kinds of mobilities the rules are roughly the same with the exception that the
training mobility is open to both the teaching and the non-teaching staff of the H.E institution.
The length of the mobility can go from a minimum of two days to a maximum of two month28,
excluding the travel time. In theory it is the maximum length authorized but very often the
universities do not allow their staff to go for more than one or two weeks. Both mobilities
require eight hours of training or teaching per week of mobility.29 It is important to mention as
well that both types of mobilities can be combined during a single mobility. This detail is
important to be mentioned for the rest of this study because despite the existence of the training
mobility, in our study, due to the answers of the respondents, only the teaching mobility of the
Erasmus programme will be mentioned. Indeed none of the respondent did solely a training
mobility with that programme. Even though as we will see, they were not only teaching during
their teaching mobility either. During the academic year 2014/2015, 2760 academics from the
Czech Republic did a mobility with the Erasmus programme30 and in the meantime the CR
received 2937 academics from the other European countries. This is giving us approximately
an idea of how is going academic mobility in this country.
Concerning the main other mobility programmes, the Fulbright programme31 is often
the one that it the most mentioned after the Erasmus one. This programme is an American
programme that is very selective and has for main aim to allow researchers from all over the
World to come do research in the USA or in return to send US researchers in different countries
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of the World. In opposition to the Erasmus programme the Fulbright programme is only based
on research and does not involve teaching (in reality very few exceptions exist). It was created
after the Second World War in order to increase cultural exchange and to develop and stabilize
peace. To participate in this programme it is more complicated and it requires a longer
preparation. This programme also encompass many different programmes. The duration of the
different programmes varies from a minimum of two months to a maximum of twelve. The
programmes are requiring many administrative tasks and proofs such as the submission of the
publications of the academic in order to be able to be selected to participate in it. We are just
briefly mentioning the Fulbright programme here because some respondents either participate
in it and gave some details about this programme that are interesting to compare with the
Erasmus programme or some other respondents express a will to participate in it.
Another very famous programme that was cited by academics and involves only
research is the Marie Curie programme created in 1996 by the EU and renamed as the Marie
Skłodowska-Curie Actions since 2014. This programme aims at fostering the career of the
researchers and train them in the European Research Area (ERA). For instance during the
period 2007-2014 the programme funded 403 researchers in the Czech Republic32.

All of these programmes are the most cited ones from the researchers, first because they
are very selective and the grant, which allows them to participate in it and which is substantial,
reflects the importance and the selectivity of the programme. Secondly, they are the most
advertised, spread and universal. By using the term “universal” here it is meant to signify that
these two programmes are for every researchers, no matter what field of study they are in and
neither their status is within their institution. During the research, the academics referred to
other mobility programmes as well. The name of the programmes will not always be mention
32
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because it is not particularly relevant for the main topic of this document or even sometimes
the person itself did not remember the exact name of the programme. For this study, not
knowing the name of the programme when it was not the Erasmus one is not a real problem for
the good proceedings of it because here we are more focused on the causes that can lead or not
an academic to have a mobility and what kind of mobility they had or they would like to have.

1.6. Czech Republic and academic mobility
In the report cited above, the Eurydice overview of 201433, there is a comparison of the
different policies and actions that are taken by the Member States within the EU, to promote
the academic mobility. This report does not only look at the Erasmus programme but at any
kind of academic mobility. In order to have an idea of what Czech Republic is doing, here is a
recap of how the Czech Republic is acting towards staff mobility in the H.E. Here it should be
considered that the information provided in this report are data from the academic year
2012/2013. In the report it is said that the Czech government and more precisely the Czech
Ministry of Education, Youth and Sports, that is in charge of the staff mobility set it as a priority
in its “Strategic Plan”. However, Czech Republic is among the group of the eleven countries
that do not set quantitative targets to its staff mobility. Additionally it is explained, that the
Czech Ministry is recommending to the Czech higher education institutions to take into account
long-term mobilities when it comes to the evolution of an academic within the institution. We
will see in the further chapters how this is understood and taken into consideration by the
academics themselves. Now that we have seen the key aspects and elements that helped to build
this study we are going to explain what methodology this study is following and which methods
were used to do it.

33
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Chapter 2: Methodology and methods
2.1. The Case Study
This case study has for aim to study the mobility of the professors working in the
faculties of Social Sciences of Prague and Brno. Even though those faculties are located both
in the Czech Republic this study is also studying the mobility behaviour of the foreign
academics working in those faculties. Prague and Brno being respectively the capital city and
the second biggest city of the country it appears quite logical that those cities are subject to a
certain degree to an internationalization of their academic members. This cultural diversity
being emphasized by the long trend of the universities and faculties to welcome students and
professors from all over the globe34.
To carry-out this study many methods were used, as many scholars argue, very
often it is necessary to do so. First, Creswell35, in his book about the qualitative inquiry admits
that to have a relevant study it is sometimes necessary to use different methods in order to get
more exact information about the subjects studied. This mix of the quantitative and the
qualitative methods is supported as well by Duchastel and Danielle36. Here in their article they
are mentioning the necessity of mixing the methods of research by using the argument that to
produce a better work the explication of a phenomenon requires its comprehension as well. This
use of the mixed methods of research in the case of this study helps to understand the mobility
of the teachers and researchers in the frame of their work and of their personal lives.
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This study was composed of four different phases. The first phase was the research
phase. This phase used diverse documents such as previous similar studies done in other
European countries, some academic articles dealing about academic mobility and this research
phase involved also the use of the official documents from the EU’s institutions and its different
Member States’ governments. The second phase was the conception and the administration of
the questionnaire. Then the third phase was consisting in conducting the interviews with the
respondents of the questionnaire and finally the last phase, the fourth one, was the analysis of
all the data.
So in this study the academics questioned were Czech, German, British, Belarussian,
American and Canadian. However, Czech scholars were the main ones and the other
nationalities cited were usually representing only one or two persons for each nationality. They
were included in this study because they are living in the Czech Republic and are employed
there and they work in those faculties full time. None of them were in those faculties in the case
of a long term mobility or an exchange. Because these people are working in the Czech faculties
they are eligible to participate in any mobility programme where the academics of Czech
nationality are able to participate. However, as one of the interviewee was mentioning, some
forms to submit an application may be in Czech language sometimes and this can be an obstacle
to the will of the academic to have a mobility if the foreign academic does not master at least
the basics of the Czech language.
This study was also done in the faculties of Social Sciences because in the Erasmus
reports from the European Commission about the Erasmus programme, for many years in row
such as 2012/201337 and 2013/201438 it was mentioned that the faculties where the academics
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were the more mobile were first in the faculties of Humanities and then followed directly by
the faculties of Social Sciences. This study is also the occasion to see in which countries the
mobilities were done. Now we are going to have a look at how the questionnaire was done.

2.2. The questionnaire
The research phase helped to the formulation of the questionnaire and part of the
questions were inspired by other similar previous studies. The questionnaire was created in
order to be sent to the academics of the different departments of the two faculties. This
questionnaire was only done online. This is the main source of data collection for this current
study. The questionnaire was addressed to any academics working within those two faculties.
As we said the study is only focusing on academics such as teachers, lecturers and researchers.
For this reason the PhD students were not targeted by this study and they were not included in
the mailing list. To send the questionnaire to the targeted persons the email address of the
academics were simply collected on the website of each faculties. The questionnaire was sent
by email to the academics of the following study departments.

University of Prague

University of Brno

-

Institute of Economic Studies

-

Department of Environmental Studies

-

Institute of Communication

-

Department of Media Studies and Journalism

Studies and Journalism

-

Department of International Relations and

-

Institute of International Studies

European Studies

-

Institute of Political Studies

-

Department of Political Science

-

Institute of Sociological Studies

-

Department of Psychology

-

Department of Social Policy and Social Work

-

Department of Sociology

Fig.2.2.Departments contacted for the study
In the end the questionnaire was sent to 193 academics from the faculty of Prague and
to 150 academics from the faculty of Brno. In total it was sent to 343 academics. From this 343
23

academics, 46 fulfilled the online questionnaire. This makes an answering rate of 13.41%. From
this 46 answers, 28 were from the faculty of Prague and the other 18 left were from the faculty
of Brno.
The questionnaire was divided into seven sections that were made in a way to allow the
academics who had done a mobility to jump to the sections they were concerned by and
inversely for the ones who did not completed a mobility. The first section was about personal
information and they were collected only with the purpose to contact the academics later to ask
them for a meeting to do the semi-structured interviews. In the second section, academics were
asked if they had done a mobility and according to their answer they were either directed to the
third section and in that case the questions were about their mobility. For the ones who were
answering negatively to the question about the mobility, they were directed to the fourth section
asking them about their will to have a mobility later or not. Then the fifth section was for both
categories of academics and in this section academics were asked about the benefits they can
see in the academic mobility in general. Then, the sixth section that was addressed to both
groups, was about the internationalization of the H.E system and the problems they can
encounter when they are required to speak a different language. The last section, the seventh
one, was to ask them a summary of the constraints they can have to do an academic mobility.
They also had the opportunity to have a last comment about anything they wanted to say. This
last free question was there in order to let the academics speak about something that was not
mentioned during the questionnaire and therefore give the possibility to the researcher to broach
it during the interview. The questionnaire was sent to the different departments between
December 2017 and January 2018.
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2.3. The semi-structured interviews
The interviews were conducted in situ and were only with academics who had
previously answered to the questionnaire. To lead this semi-structured interviews the advice
dispensed in the book “Qualitative Interviewing: The Art of Hearing Data”39 were greatly used.
The names of the academics were asked during the first section of the questionnaire in order to
be able to contact them later. However, all the answers that are transcribed in this work, from
the interviews or the questionnaire have been anonymized. Before the beginning of each
interview a consent form was signed by the interviewer and the interviewee. The questions of
the semi-structured interviews were guided by the questionnaire answers of each interviewee
and also by the answers of the previous interviewees when it was concerning an interesting
aspect that had never been raised before. During this phase of the study, detailed and deeper
answers were asked to the interviewees in order to have a clearer idea of their experience. The
average length of an interview was half an hour. From the 46 respondents, 21 agreed to meet
for an interview. This makes the answering rate of 45.65%. From the 343 academics who were
send the questionnaire to, this makes an answering rate of 6.12%. For the interviews, thirteen
academics were from the faculty of Prague (61.9%) and eight were from the faculty of Brno
(38.1%). The answering percentage for both faculties was respectively 60.87% and 39.13%.
Now that the methods of how this study was done have been explained, we can have a
first glance at the basic data of the study and see how the average academic working in the
faculties of Social Sciences of Prague and Brno is.

39
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2.4. Analyse of the data
In this part the general data that are defining the general profile of the persons questioned
will be explained and displayed. This analyse of the data is concerning all the academics who
answered the questionnaire and they are treated as a general information in order to keep the
anonymity of the persons. Because the general profile of the interviewees is a part of the people
composing the whole group studied it is not analysed separately. From the 46 respondents, 34
were males (73.9%) and 12 were female (26.1%). Concerning the age of the respondents, the
youngest academic who answered was 31 years old and the oldest one was 83 years old. The
average age of the academic is 43 years old. This huge difference between the youngest and the
oldest academic is visible in this respect with the number of years of teaching. The academic
with the less years of teaching was only teaching for 2 years at the time of the study while the
one with the most years of teaching was teaching for 60 years. In average the number of years
of teaching is of 13.77 years. Now, concerning the main criterion that this study is based on,
the mobility. From the 46 academics who answered, 28 (60.9%) already had a mobility during
the period studied and 18 (39.1%) did not experienced it.
Now that we have seen the general figures, we can move to the next chapter dealing
about the real and detailed answers and see what are the motivations and reasons to have an
academic mobility or why they are slowed down to do one.
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Chapter 3: Motivations and reasons to experience a
mobility
Introduction
Mobility can seems trivial concerning the field of studies of the Social Sciences,
especially nowadays with the easy access to a wide range of sources available online. Thanks
to this, as Olsen40 is making us notice, research is less national than before and the frontiers that
were limiting the access to the academic discoveries are getting thinner. This is therefore
leading the higher education institutions to work together and face the same problematics
despite their different development they could have had in the past. Besides that, even though
the access to the sources have been facilitated, the development of the technology has also been
contributing to the facilitation of the travelling. Hugo41 is explaining that this improvement is a
factor that is helping the growth of the academic mobility.
So this chapter is going to focus on the important aspects to take into consideration while
an academic is having mobility. There is many factors that can prevent a scholar from having a
mobility or discourage him. From the personal knowledge of the academic to his choice of
institution and his integration within the host institution, these many stages are going to reveal
where the main obstacles can be felt by the academics. This chapter is analysing the answers of
the academics to the questionnaire and these answers are supplemented by the semi-structured
interviews.
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3.1. Academics who did not have a mobility
During this study, from the 46 respondents, a minority answered that they did not have
a mobility during the period we were interested in. From the eighteen scholars who answered
negatively, seven agreed to meet for a semi-structured interview as well. The aim here was to
understand what are the reasons that prevented them from having a mobility yet or why they do
not want to have a mobility at all.
It is important to mention that this non-mobile group of academics despite the fact they
did not have a mobility, their international involvement in the frame of their academic work is
not non-existent. Indeed, many of them are participating in international conferences and other
similar events involving meetings and contacts with foreign academics. The objective here is
not to show their international academic involvement but to understand why some academics
do not want to invest their time in an official academic exchange.
Fig.3.1.International involvement of the academics
How often are you participating
in international events such as
conferences during the year?

Non-mobile
group

Mobile group

Total

Never

0

1

1

Sometimes

7

14

21

Often

8

8

16

Very often

3

5

8

Total

18

28

46

We can quickly observe that in both groups the international involvement of the
academics is present and that there is no genuine reluctance toward events aiming at sharing
knowledge. Yet this is not the main point here.
From the eighteen non-mobile academics, some were showing the will to have an
academic mobility. They were 13 in that case. From the 5 others, 4 were not ready to take the
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plunge yet or even at all and only 1 academic was uncertain on his will to have a mobility. If
this chapter is starting with the academics who did not have a mobility this is because it is a
good way to begin to answer to what can be the slowdowns and obstacles of a mobility. It is
also important to mention that from these academics, three were foreigners and their reasons to
not have done a mobility are sometimes different from the ones of the Czech academics. This
is due to the fact that they are already in a foreign environment and are expatriates. So we are
going to look now at the reasons of the ones who do not intend to have a mobility.

3.1.1. The academics who do not intend to have a mobility
As we said, four scholars do not intend to have a mobility but for two of them their
answer is to take with moderation. By their answer they meant that they did not intend to have
a mobility in the near future. While for the two others the decision was more an answer
concerning their age and the achievement of their career that is already advanced.
To remind the reader, the choice in this study was to take into account only the mobilities
that were done between the academic year of 2004/2005 and the academic year of 2016/2017.
So some academics had done a mobility before this period but did not renew the experience
recently or in the period studied. One of the reasons involved by an academic is the fact that a
lot of the programmes, according to him, are more beneficial to the young people. This
academic was 60 years old42. The second academic who was not considering to have a mobility
at all belongs also to the older age group of the persons studied. This academic was 50 years
old and declared during the interview about academic mobility:
“It is not a duty, it is a right. I am quite conservative, I am fifty years old. I am not a flying
professor […] Here we are speaking about social sciences, not natural sciences, we don’t
need any special instruments. Books and that’s all.”43
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Interview n°19 in Brno; the 15th of February 2018; non-mobile academic
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As we can see these professors are considering that they are in the last part of their career
and they are both conscious that retirement is getting closer hence their career goals are more
modest than the younger academics’ ones.
Furthermore, one detail is also important to mention, until 1989 and the Velvet
Revolution, the Czech Republic, which was at that time Czechoslovakia was under a communist
regime and often referred as a socialist one by the academics who were living during that period.
In this respect, the second language taught in the schools was Russian and then during the
secondary school German was taught as well. This fact is of importance because even though
those academics are speaking English nowadays, mainly because it is an obligation in the world
of social sciences and the world of H.E, it is not less difficult for them to master it and use it as
the only way of communication possible in a foreign country. Both of them declared that they
are able to have a conversation in English but having a mobility in a country where it would be
required to speak only English is something that would really slow them down.
Concerning the reasons for the other two academics who answer “no” to the question
about their desire to have a mobility, both of their answers were specifying “not at the moment”.
When they were asked more details in the questionnaire, one answered that his research were
taking him too much time. The answer of the other academic was about her personal life and
the fact that this academic had young children. One of them being one and a half years old.
From this four academics who answered negatively to the question on the will to participate to
an academic mobility, there is already a range of reasons and constraints that are standing out
and that we are going to develop more in the rest of this master thesis.
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3.1.2. The academics who intend to have a mobility
In this subsection we are going to look at the reasons why some academics agreed with
the idea of having a mobility in the near future but did not had one yet. The reasons of the 13
academics plus the one who was not sure can be classified in three main categories. The reasons
that are encouraging the academics to have a mobility in the near future are the following ones.
(The reasons are combinable and this is why there is more data than the actual number of
participants.)
Fig.3.1.2. Reasons why non-mobile academics would like to experiment academic mobility
Reasons why non-mobile academics
would like to have a mobility

Out of 14 non-mobile academics

To establish new contacts/networks

8/14

To discover new approaches/experiences

7/14

To try out a new teaching experience

3/14

There is indubitably two aspects of the mobility that would be able to encourage this
non-mobile group of academics to have a mobility. The establishment of new contacts seems
something quite important likewise the discovery of new scientific approaches in their field of
study. Contrariwise, the try-out of a new teaching experience does not seem so popular. We can
already see the disadvantage that can have the Erasmus programme in the eyes of those
academics. Obviously this group of academics would prefer to have a mobility that is
beneficiary to their scientific research and therefore their academic career than a mobility
helping to improve their teaching skills. This statement was already a statement made in 2009
by Janson et al44. These academics are seeking a mobility to improve themselves and be able to
later compete for a better academic position, as we will also observe later with the academics
who already have done a mobility. On the other hand, among the academics that did not
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experience it yet, some have a strong disinterest toward teaching or to a lesser extent toward
mobility involving teaching. One interviewee explained her opinion about the teaching
mobility:
“Yes if it is to receive someone with a very unique field of research or to go for a very
specific reason concerning my speciality. But it is rarely the case. That’s why for me going
abroad to teach is not interesting, and also time. Teaching is slowing me down in my
career.”45
In conclusion, for the academics who did not have a mobility during the period studied
or did not have a mobility yet, we can see that predominantly the desire to have one in the near
future is present. Despite some obstacles such as age, language or time there is a desire from
those non-mobile academics to experience an academic mobility. We are going now to examine
all of the constraints mentioned in this part more closely and try to understand them with the
academics who did experience a mobility. With this study of the mobile group we will be able
to discern why or how these constraints are surmountable.

3.2. Academics who have experienced an academic mobility
In this part we are going to see, through the experience of the 28 out of the 46 academics,
how it was for them to prepare, to adapt, and to have an academic mobility. Before going
directly to their experience, it is worth to mention that the overall average length for a mobility
was 25 days. This calculation includes both the Erasmus mobility and the other mobility
programmes that are by nature longer. In order to render a more loyal result, the mobilities done
with the Erasmus programme have been also calculated separately. So the average Erasmus
mobility was 8 days. This average number of days is longer than the EU’ average which was
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5.5 days for the academic year 2013/201446. A mobility is beginning by the choice of the
programme.

3.2.1. The choice of the mobility programme
Once an academic, teacher or researcher, decides to have an academic mobility, many
factors are important to take into account. One of the very first that will shape his mobility is
the programme that this academic will choose. Depending of the programme the academic will
choose, parameters such as the length of the mobility, the geographical area or the type of
mobility (teaching or research) will result from the choice of the programme. As we explained
in the first chapter, many programmes exist.
Fig.3.2.1.Mobility programmes

20%

Erasmus

7%

Fulbrigth
Others
73%

From the 28 academics who had one or many mobility during the period studied, 22 did
it with the Erasmus teaching mobility. Two academics had a mobility with another programme
additionally to their Erasmus mobility. Two academics had a Fulbright mobility. Moreover
many academics mentioned their will to apply for it as well. The other academics had a mobility
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with different programmes. So it is obvious that the Erasmus programme is the most popular
programme, notably because its terms and conditions are easier to complete.

3.2.2 The choice of the country/institution
As we saw previously, mobility programmes have a restricted range of possibility when
it comes to the choice of the country or the institution but still it is an important factor for the
academic. Academics who decide to have a mobility, once they have chosen with which
programme they want to go abroad to effectuate their mobility, they need to find an institution
that will accept them and that is suitable to their academic needs. With the Erasmus programme
in theory, the choice of the institution has to be made from a list of partner institutions that the
home institution of the academic has. This is referred as an “Inter-institutional agreement
between the H.E institutions” in the Erasmus programme guide.47 This part of the procedure is
functioning the same as for the student mobility under the Erasmus programme. Yet, there is
other possibility for an academic to have a mobility with the Erasmus programme. Some
academics are sometimes trying to create a new partnership with a new institution. In the
context of the Erasmus programme this is fine as long as the other institution is part of one of
the Programme Country.48 This step requires of course more formality to accomplish from the
academic. Nonetheless, with the other programmes that are allowing more substantial grants
the freedom of action on this aspect of the procedure is lower. These programmes are setting a
frame of action and of choice that can be wide with what they offer but they do not allow
researchers; it is important to mention that they are designed for researchers most of the time;
to step out the path designed by the programme.
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3.2.2.1. The countries
Because this study is mainly focusing on short mobilities, the countries that the
academics visited were mostly European countries and from the EU or closely linked to the EU
like Norway or Switzerland. From these countries, some were more popular among academics
than others. As mentioned previously, because some academics had many mobilities, every
mobilities were added to each other. For this reason there is more data about location than the
actual number of academics who had a mobility.
Fig.3.2.2.1.Mobilitiy per country

Mobility per country
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8 Mobility

5 Mobility
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4 Mobility

3 Mobility

2 Mobility

1 Mobility

Poland / Italy
Finland / Sweden
Slovakia / USA / Slovenia / Portugal
Switzerland / Austria
France / Croatia / Greece / Netherlands / Norway / UK / Australia

We can see in the chart above that Germany is by far the most popular country for the
mobile academics working in the Czech Republic. This destination being followed by Poland
and Italy. The choice of Germany and the other two German speaking country, Austria and
Switzerland is explicable by the fact that German was taught a lot in Czech schools before 1990.
Some academics are sometimes mastering this language better than English. However, this
chart has to be analysed carefully because it is true that some locations are drawing more
academics, but also sometimes, some locations, as for instance in this case Finland, which was
the subject of four mobilities was in reality done by only one academic during four years in a
35

row. This tendency can show that even though some academics are mobile a lot, their mobility
is not diversified and it is becoming just the reproduction of a habit. This aspect of the repetitive
mobilities was already evoked in a report about the mobility of the French academics in 2013.49
So we can already identify a common problem of the Erasmus mobility shared by the different
Member States. This kind of mobility, which is not an isolated case among the academics
interviewed can lead us to wonder if there is an actual proper reason for academics to have so
often mobilities in the same institution or country. Unfortunately there is no universal answer
to this question but this study attempts to provide some onset of explanation. One of the first
answer to this is “academic tourism”. For instance some professors, as describe by Hallett and
Yunus Eryaman50, admitted freely in the questionnaire and during the interviews, that their
choice was more because of the nice location than because of the institution itself. For instance,
one professor who had a mobility in an Italian university answered to the question, what were
the main criteria for the choice of the host institution like this:
“I have colleagues there and the location is wonderful”51
On the other hand, in the meantime, Rodríguez and Martínez-Roget52, describe this
“academic tourism” phenomenon with the student mobility, but what they are describing is
applicable to the professor’s mobility. They are saying in their article that even though no real
efficient work is accomplished during the mobility it is a way to maintain the contact with the
academics of the host institution and also to promote by word of mouth the home institution.
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Additionally to this, some professors had nevertheless multiple mobilities to the same
institution because of a cooperation with other academics in the foreign institution.

3.2.2.2. Choice of the location because of the network
In the academic world, researches and discoveries are sometimes kept secret until there
is an article that manages to get published. Very often it is hard to make different study
departments from a same faculty work together. This rivalry is also fuelled by the difference of
funding that each department or sometimes to a larger scale faculties can get from the
university. In her examination of the role of the universities Musselin53 is observing the fact
that academics are usually not prone to cooperate between each other but this rule is more
flexible when it comes to a collaboration involving foreign colleagues. This observation may
be one of the motivations for the academics to have an academic mobility.
The Erasmus programme is allowing a greater flexibility with the choice of the
institution and many academics who did a mobility with this programme admitted that one of
the motivations in the choice of the institution was because they had a previous contact with
one or more persons from the research department of the host institution. Upon the 28
academics who had a mobility, more than half, 15 (53.57%) admitted also that they went to
such and such institutions because they knew the people there. They added as well that it was
because they were invited by them or they had a previous collaboration with them. From this
high number we can see that for the academic mobility which aims at diversifying and mingling
different researchers from Europe and from the World, the tendency is in the end to stay with
the same persons. This trend of always having a similar mobility in the same place with the
same people is raising the question of an inbreeding threat.
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Fig.3.2.2.2. Mobility motivated by the creation of a network

Academics motivated by the creation a network (Total 46)
14%

Yes (18)
No (6)

22%
64%

Maybe / No opinion (4)

On the other hand, when the academics were asked if their motivation to have a mobility
was in order to create or join a network their answers where predominantly positive. This will
to build more contacts in their field of research is directly connected to the will of improving
their career. Moreover they are trying to play on what we could call an effect of “academic
influence”. This aspect of the academic life is described by Kong et al54. In their article, the
researchers are also describing what they are calling the “Most Beneﬁcial Collaborators”
(MCB). By this expression they are trying to explain the effect that is happening when
researchers are publishing academic articles in collaboration. If one researcher manages to
collaborate with a researcher who is already renowned in its field of study for similar researches,
the article the researchers will have published in collaboration will inspire more credibility and
will give more credit to the less renowned academic. This leads us directly to another criterion
connected to the choice of the institution.
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3.2.2.3. Choice about the West/East division
As it was mention in the study from the year 2002 by Maiworm and Teichler 55,
academics from Central and or Eastern Europe were according a greater importance to the
West/East division when they were thinking about having a mobility than the Western
academics. In that study it was shown that the location of an institution was an important factor,
especially when this H.E institution was located in the Western Europe. This was supported by
the fact that a certain prestige was automatically granted to the institution located in the West.
The point here is to show if since the Czech Republic joined the EU as a Member State and also
if 10 to 15 years after, mentalities about the West/East division are still present in the mind of
the academics or if the mentalities have evolved concerning this aspect. From the 22 academics
who did a mobility, it seems that there is a downward tendency.
Fig.3.2.2.3. Mobility influenced by the West/East division
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Only seven academics were according importance to this criterion in the choice of where
to go for their mobility while nine said they did not took this parameter into consideration.
Nonetheless, during the interviews academics were invited to comment on this aspect of their
mobility to add precision to their answer in the questionnaire. What comes out was not so
different. During the interviews, this question was also asked to the non-mobile academics in
order to compare the opinion of both groups. During the questionnaire, the academics who did
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not have a mobility were not asked if this would be an important factor for them if they ever
decided to have a mobility, but this question was asked to the seven non-mobile academics
during the interviews.
Fig.3.2.2.3.a. Importance of West/East division for an academic mobility
(Interview Answers)
Mobile academics (14) Non-mobile academics (7)
According importance to the
6
4
West/East division
Not according importance to the
5
3
West/East division
According importance to the fact it
2
N/A
is not USSR anymore
Don’t know
1
N/A
During the interviews details were reflecting a part of what is the general mind among
the researchers of the faculties of Social Sciences in the Czech Republic. One of the first
element that appeared is that academics who were older than 45 years old at the time of the
study (2017/2018), grew up and started working under a socialist regime. This fact being
known, it is obvious that under that period of time academics were not allowed to travel to the
Western Countries, or at least it was very difficult to do so. This reason explains one of the will
of the academics to travel to the West. One academic declared:
“My motivation was to go abroad to these countries where it was not possible to go before. I
went to the Soviet Union, Bulgaria, Romania, and Eastern Germany before 1990. I was not so
much interested to go there, I travelled a lot to Slovakia as well. If they invite me in those
specific countries, why not, but there is no specific interest for scholars from Eastern
countries to invite other scholars from Eastern countries. They are interested in the Western
professors.”56
Additionally to that reason, academics confessed that if they would go or if they have
been to a Western institution, especially in the case of a research purpose, the Western factor is
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an important element of their choice. On the other hand some admitted that even though it is
important for them, Western institution are not always better:
“Yes, it is more interesting to see [the university] in Paris than in Cracow. In Cracow it is
very similar. We have the feeling that we know Central Europe. Even though research is
interesting there [in Cracow] because comparisons works a lot better.”57
This statement was also reinforced by another academic who did his mobility in a
German university:
“Yes I think so because the quality of level of the West is still better. It looks better on the CV
than Poland or Romania. Even though if the Western universities are not automatically better
[…] there was no real big difference between the two universities when I was there.”58
So we can notice that nowadays the West/East criterion is not the prime criterion when
it comes to the choice of the institution, however, academics are still according importance to
it, especially in terms of prestige and what it represents in other people’s mind. They are aware
that it may not be better everywhere in the West but they still consider it is more prestigious
and looks better on their CV.

3.2.2.4. Academics who were creating the opportunity
We already have seen many reasons for academics to choose an institution where to do
their mobility. We also explained that usually the choice of the institution has to be made from
a list of partner institutions of the home institution or of the mobility programme. Whereas
academics follow this traditional pattern to choose the institution, a minority choose to create
or try to establish a partnership with a new institution. This way of choosing an institution
implies for the academic that he is losing more time in the preparation of the mobility and also
requires him to make cold-calls among the different similar department of the institutions where
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he would like to go. Once the academic manages to enter in contact with the other institution
or department, he needs to submit a collaboration agreement to both institutions, the home one
and the host one. The reasons put forward by the academics to this choice are classifiable into
three categories. The first one (1) is because the institutions that already have an agreement
with the home institution do not have a department or are not focused on the same type of
research as the academic who wants to have a mobility. The second and third one are very
similar. The second reason (2) is that sometimes the academic knows another academic from a
foreign institutions because they enter in contact previously either during a conference or by
phone or email and because of their common interest concerning their research they would like
to meet to share and exchange ideas and theory. The third reason (3) is built on the same base
as the second one except that in this case the will to create a collaboration between the two
departments is already here and only the official administrative tasks remain to do. This case
of academics creating the opportunity is quite rare and in the frame of this study it was
concerning only two academics. Yet it is indicating us that sometimes partnership between
institutions can be created by academics and they are acting as ambassadors of their institution.
In the meantime it is helping them to have their mobility. This is doubly positive for both sides.

3.3. Preparation of the mobility
As any exchange, preparation requires time and many tasks to do in order to officially
show and tell that the academic wants to have a mobility. The preparation of a mobility can be
seen as a difficult task sometimes and can also be something that is slowing down an academic
from having one. First the academics were asked if they found it complicated to participate to
an academic mobility.
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Fig.3.3.Difficulty concerning the preparation of the mobility
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As it is visible on this chart for a bit more than half of the academics, fifteen exactly, it
was not complicated at all to apply for an academic mobility. For the other half the result is
mixed. Nine out of the twenty eight academics found the preparation a bit complicated while
four found it complicated. Yet, none found it very complicated. So basically we can see that for
most of the academics it was relatively easy or at least without big difficulties for them to
achieve the procedure to participate to the mobility. From the thirteen academics who answered
that the process to participate in a mobility was “a bit complicated” and “complicated”, five of
them did not have their mobility with the Erasmus programme. The overall of the main reasons
of why it was complicated for the academics are the following ones.
Fig3.3.1.Factors that are complicating the preparation of a mobility
Number of Academics (28)

In percentage

Administrative Paperwork
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39.3%

It is an extra workload
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Other
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Lack of support from
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So it seems that for the academics, the main problem they have to deal with while they
are preparing their mobility is the administrative paperwork they have to complete in order to
be able to go. This problem can be linked to the second one, the fact that the procedure to apply
for a mobility is an extra workload that is distracting academics from their main task, teaching,
doing research and writing articles. These reasons of why the application for the mobility are
also perceived by the academics as complications could also be interpreted by the fact that the
ones applying for an Erasmus mobility are expecting something simpler. The Erasmus mobility
is a mobility that is usually short and comes with a lot of informality. During the interviews,
academics admitted the procedure for applying to the Erasmus programme was not
complicated:
“It is very easy to apply. You announce it and you get it.”59
On the other hand, academics who did participate to other mobility programmes such as
the Fulbright programme for instance, indeed admitted that the application phase was
complicated but they also said that they were understanding this complexity due to what was at
stake. The grants allocated for these mobilities, especially the long ones, are important and the
scholars are ready to play along because there is a lot to benefit from.
“Probably the most annoying thing was getting the visa. The rest was quite okay
because I had help and the grant represented a lot of money so it is completely worth it.”60
In the light of the academics who agreed for a complex application process, some
academics who had an Erasmus mobility and would like to apply for a more prestigious
programme, as well as the academics who never had a mobility but would like to have one came
with a similar answer. Many of them acknowledge that they would be ready to fulfil a lot of
paperwork if they knew they would have a chance to be selected for the specific programme
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they want. This answer was often supplemented by the fact that they do not want to have the
feeling to lose time for nothing fulfilling administrative paperwork.
“It is always one of the main questions, how much time and insecurity are in the
process? If I decide to have a mobility I want to know that it will be relatively easy to put out
the paperwork and if I make the decision I want it to happen. I don’t want to tell myself that I
have only 10% chances that maybe I can get this mobility. I want to know it is worth it to
prepare it and do it. I don’t like the uncertainty in planning.61
Something that has not been mentioned previously in this section and that is also a
constraint to the mobility and that was evoked by both mobile and non-mobile academics and
that was already highlighted by Enders62 in 1998 is the fact that some academics do not manage
to have a mobility or are postponing a mobility because they are not able to find someone to
replace them to teach while they are absent. This reasons was evoked 12 times out of the 46
academics. They were commenting on the fact that for an Erasmus mobility if they were going
abroad for one week it was not a problem to miss a week of teaching for their class but for a
longer period it would be complicated. When they were asked about this the interviewees were
attributing this problem to the shortage of colleagues in their department. One even mentioned
a special rule in the department not allowing more than one academics at the time to have a
long mobility. This type of rule is a clear example of the kind of constraint blocking academics
from having a mobility in a period of their life that could be favourable for them.
Given these points, what we can observe from the academics who had a mobility is that
they find the process to participate quite easy and that they are ready to invest time into the
participation process if they think that they can really gain something from the mobility.
Moreover many academics estimated that the international offices of both faculties were not as
much helping as they would have thought, especially during the pre-preparation phase. In order
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to start the process to have a mobility as we explained, the choice of the programme, of the
institution and so on, the international offices were not present enough and academics were
denouncing the habit of the offices to send them on to the website of the faculty instead of
giving them the information directly. We can point out here a problem of communication
between the administrative staff and the academic one that is potentially prejudicial for a more
important development of the mobilities.

3.4. Integration within the host institution
When an academic has a mobility this means that he needs to get accustomed to the
university he is in. As Kreber and Hounsell63 explain, this acclimatisation has to be done
through two different aspects. First the acclimatisation to the new location, this is the
geographical integration. Then there is the social integration that takes part. The social
integration like the geographical one, requires languages skills but also as its name indicates,
social skills.
3.4.1. The geographical integration
What this study means by geographical integration is how academics are getting used
to the new buildings they are visiting. This may seems a banal task but even though as we said
previously most academics are mastering a second or even a third language, the host
university’s buildings, offices and administrative information are sometimes not translated in
another language than the one of the country. This can already be a problem for the visiting
academic if his welcome is not done by the local academics. Also, the geographical layout of
the buildings can be confusing. Not to mention that the visiting academic needs to understand
all of the informal habits that are in use in the host university as well.
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From the 28 academics who had a mobility, only 4 answered that they had few
difficulties to adapt to the geographical location. In general, the geographical integration did
not rise any specific problem.

3.4.2. The social integration
The social integration can play an important part of the mobility because it is by this
social integration that the mobility can be successful and lead to the creation of a network.
Equally important, a successful social integration during a research mobility can be really
helpful to access more easily the resources needed and can sometimes facilitate access to some
sources that are not fully translated as well.
From the 28 academics who had a mobility, 23 found it easy to socially integrate to the
host institution while 5 considered it a bit complicated. So we can see that the social integration
is rather easy for the academics working in the Czech faculties of Social Sciences. The only
reasons some academics found it a bit complicated was either because their stay was too short
or not long enough to really create bonds with other academics. In some other cases, the social
integration was sometimes taking more time to happen than expected by the academic.
Moreover, for the academics who did not have any particular problems to adapt socially, the
main reason to this was the fact that they previously knew at least one person from the host
institution. Most of them mentioned that they were welcomed by their colleague of the host
institution. This conclusion is meeting the observation that Janson et al64 already made about
the Erasmus mobility in they report of 2009 about the fact that most of the mobile academics
had already established a first contact with the persons from the host university.
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3.5. Grants
All the mobility programmes, whether it is for the students or the professors and
researchers, involve a grant or a financial compensation to cover the costs of the mobility.
Usually the amount of the grant is specific to the programme and sometimes also to the year
the mobility is happening. For instance with the Erasmus staff mobility for the academic year
2013/2014, the average mobility was 5.5 days and the average grant for this duration was 733
euros65. In this study there will be no mention of the average grants due to the fact that, firstly,
different programmes of mobility with different length were studied and secondly because none
of the academics questioned were able to remember the amount of money they received for
their mobility. Many of them mentioned they had a per diem rate. However, they were asked if
they received any money and if the amount of money they received was enough. The result was
that all the academics had a grant for their mobility, but according to four of them it was not
covering all the costs of the mobility. When the question of the grant was dug during the
interviews, some academics said that in theory they would not have a mobility where everything
would not be covered but they would go anyway in the case where the mobility would be really
interesting for them or if they had something beneficial to take from it.
“In principle I would say absolutely not, because it is a business trip. But in fact if I really
wanted I would go yes because it can be really useful for my career. But it would be
strange.”66
Another to add:
“It depends on the budget planning but if it is not paid by a grant or a researcher project I
am trying to use the maximum of the money allocated by the general budget but I am ready to
sleep at the airport if something is really interesting for me“67
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So the grants do not seems to be a problem for academics to have a mobility especially
considering the fact that most of the mobility programmes have a grant system that is developed
enough to allow academics to not spend their own money.
In conclusion of this chapter, we can say that even the academics who did not have a
mobility yet are quite in favour of having one in the near future. It is showing us the attraction
that academic mobility can have, except for the oldest academics that do not seek to improve
their career anymore. Concerning the mobile academics, there was for them many aspects they
needed to go over with in order to complete this process. Many factors are important and need
to be taken in consideration when it comes to the choice of a mobility and its preparation. These
factors can be related to the personal situation of the academic or they can be linked to his work
within his home institution. So it is important to recall that having a mobility, even a short one
is always an extra workload to deal with that requires time and personal involvement. Now we
can move to the next chapter in order to see what kind of outcomes the academics got from
their mobility and also what is the general opinion of the academics concerning the
internationalization of the higher education system.
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Chapter 4: The outcomes of an academic mobility
Introduction
This chapter is going to focus on the outcomes that an academic mobility can bring to
the scholars either on their career, their professional value or their personal value but also on
the effect it can have on the students, from both the home and the host institution. In this chapter
the question about the use of the English in nowadays higher education and also the
internationalisation will be approach as well. According to Suarez-Ortega and Risquez68
generally the academic mobility is perceived as something good but involves many cost as well.
However the Erasmus programme is suffering a bit of its image. Janson et al69 are highlighting
the fact that the Erasmus mobility programme for the professors is not very well seen, at least
not seen as something that is really helping for a great career evolution. On the other hand they
are mentioning the fact that it is a good tool to improve the relations between the institutions.
So we can see now what kind of benefits and added value the academics who answered to this
study managed to get.

4.1. Benefits
After a mobility it is expected to withdraw some benefits from it in order to be able to
consider this mobility as a successful mobility. The benefits can appear under different forms
and aspects. They can appear as something concrete and directly visible such as a promotion or
a bonus or they can appear as something less concrete such as knowledge or contact
opportunities on the long term. At the same time, in this study we are trying to see through the
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experience of the academics what kind of benefits they got from their mobility but it is also
important to understand what kind of benefits they want to get from it. Garam70, in her summary
of the study made by Anna-Leena Riitaoja of the academic mobility in Finland is highlighting
the fact that the main motivational aspect of the mobility is not the pay neither the direct career
evolution. She is saying that for the academics, the aim is not to professionalise themselves but
the importance of the mobility in their eyes is the possibility to discover the new universities
and establish new contacts there. So we are going to see in the following parts about the benefits
that the academics of those two Czech faculties got, if the statement is similar to the one Garam
is exposing.

4.1.1. Benefits on the career
The benefits on the career we are speaking about here are divisible into two categories,
the first category can be visible if the mobility has an effect on the salary of the academic and
the second one is if the mobility has an effect on the position of the academic.
In the Czech Republic, to evolve within the higher education institution and especially
within the universities, it is often required by the administration that the academic had a
previous mobility experience. This, is not mandatory but as it is explained in the Eurydice
Overview of 201371 it is strongly advised by the Czech Ministry of Education, Youth and
Sports. This recommendation by the Ministry is however a recommendation that is primarily
concerning and encouraging the long-term mobilities.
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Fig.4.1.1. Increase of the salary after the mobility

Increase of the salary after the mobility
7%

7%

4%

Yes
No

11%

Maybe/Don't know

One small bonus
71%

After a long period

For the majority of the academics, the mobility did not have an impact on their salary.
For 20 of them it did not change anything. Only four academics had an increase of salary, but
for two of them it did not happen directly after the mobility but a while after their mobility.
According to these two academics, the increase of their salary came at the same time as their
career evolution, which they are linking to their mobility. In addition, one academic had a small
one-time bonus at the end of the year she had her mobility. So, we cannot observe a real effect
of the mobility on the salary, at least for the short mobilities like the Erasmus ones, neither for
the longer ones equivalent to two months. If the mobility does not help to increase the salary,
it may be helping to evolve within the institution. The career evolution can come in two different
ways. Bracht et al72, define the evolution of the career as a vertical or a horizontal career
evolution. The horizontal evolution is when an academic or an employee of an institution
manages to get an equivalent position in another department of the same institution or in a
different institution. This evolution is not a promotion, it is just a change in an equivalent work
environment. On the other hand, the vertical evolution means that the person gets a promotion
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and a better status within the institution. This vertical evolution can goes hand in hand with a
horizontal evolution.
Fig.4.1.1.1 Academics who got a promotion after their mobility

Academics who had a career evolution after their mobility
(out of 28)
7%
33%

Yes (9)
No (10)

19%

Maybe (2)
4%
37%

Don't know (5)
Published a book (2)

Concerning the effect of the mobility on the evolution of their career the results are
mixed and do not show a clear trend toward one specific answer. Only 9 out of 28 can clearly
attribute their career evolution to their mobility. The rest of the academics either did not see a
correlation between their mobility and an evolution of their status or did not notice about it.
Another interesting point to add to this is the fact that very few academics were able to tell
when this benefit from the mobility exactly happened. None of them had a precise answer about
it. Only very few of them answered that this profit came approximately two to three years after
their mobility.

4.1.2. Other benefits
As we saw, mobility can have visible and tangible benefits that can happen after a more
or less longer period following the mobility but it can also bring other benefits that are not
quantifiable. These benefits can be considered to be more useful for the personal development
and personal skills of the academics themselves. With these benefits the academics are
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indirectly improving their career on the long-term. First the academics where asked if they were
thinking that an academic mobility was important for the development of their career. Then
they were asked how it could be or why it was important. Concerning this category of benefits
it is important to notify that these two questions were asked to both the academics who had
done a mobility and the ones who did not had a mobility. The first chart will show the answers
of the whole group and then in the second chart the answers of the two different groups will be
split. This will enable us to see if their opinion about the benefits of academic mobility on
academics is similar or not.
Fig.4.1.2. General outlook about the helpfulness of the academic mobility (46 respondents)
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We can see in this study that the general opinion among the group studied is largely
favourable toward academic mobility as a factor of helpfulness in their career. Indeed, 25 out
of 46, which represents 54.3%, think that is it very helpful while none of them think that it is
not helpful at all and only 5 of them (10.9%) think that is it “a bit helpful” and 16 (34.8%) think
that it is helpful.
If we split them in two groups to see what is the outlook of the group that did not have
a mobility yet or in the period studied, the results is the following one.
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Fig.4.1.2.1. Outlook of the two groups about the usefulness of academic mobility on the career

Not helpful
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Total
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46

From the 18 out of the 46 academics who did not have a mobility, 6 think that the
academic mobility is “helpful” and 12 think that is “very helpful”. So from that group that did
not have a mobility it represents respectfully 33.33% and 66.66%. Interestingly, this result
brings us to the view of the ones who did a mobility and this means that out of the 28 academics,
there is 5 of them who think that it is only a “bit helpful”, 10 who think that it is “helpful” and
13 who think that it is “very helpful”. This represents respectfully, 17.85%, 35.71% and
46.43%. So in percentage, we can note that the group who did not have a mobility has a better
opinion of the positive effect the academic mobility can have on the career of an academic.
Indeed, in the group with no mobility, none of them think that it is only a “bit helpful” while in
the other group 17.85% think this. Also in the group who did not have a mobility there is a
greater percentage of them who think that it is “very helpful” for the career, 66.66% against
46.43%. It represents a difference of more than 20% more. Then it seems that the ones who did
not have a mobility are expecting more or giving more credit to the academic mobility than the
ones who already had one and have seen what kind of benefits they got from it. We can probably
say that there is a disenchantment from the mobile academics to not have seen more
repercussion due to their mobility. Or maybe they do not have seen the repercussion they were
expecting.
The second question asked to the academics in the questionnaire, linked to the first one,
was, how can academic mobility be helpful for the career? For some academics the reasons
were multiple and in that case they were counted as two or more separated answers. This choice
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was done in order to have a faithful idea of how academics are seeing the academic mobility as
something beneficial for their career.
Fig 4.1.2.2. How can academic mobility be helpful?
Reasons of how academic mobility can be helpful
for the career according to the academics

To experience a new culture, a new intellectual
environment

In percentage

40.32%

To meet new people and network

37.10%

Because it is required by the university

8.06%

To experience new teaching

3.23%

methods/approaches
Others

4.84%

Do not know

6.45%

According to the answers of the academics from both groups, academics are according
importance to the fact that they are able to experience a new culture and see how it is working
abroad in the real conditions of the host institution. This beneficial aspect of the mobility
represents 40.32% of their opinion. This experience of new approaches and new intellectual
environment is perceived as something beneficial that can be brought to their home university
and therefore improve their skills at home. The second reason evoked at 37.10% is that they are
expecting to meet new people in the same field of study as theirs. Because of this they either
created a network or they were able to share experience, ideas and views about their studies and
their field of research. This reason can be linked, in a way, to the first one. Notably it is
reflecting the real need of the academics to travel abroad to be able to see how it is and how
people are or what they are thinking in-situ. On the other hand, it is important to notice that
8.06% are finding the academic mobility helpful only because it is required by their university
if they want to get potentially promoted later. Same for the 6.45% who do not know why it is
helpful for their career as an academic, even though they are thinking it is helpful. We can see
here that there is a clear trend in the universities/faculties to promote academic mobility without
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showing clearly the profits academics can draw from it. Under those circumstances, it may be
necessary to highlight the need for the higher education institutions to take actions to remedy
to this lack of promotion of the positive effect mobility can have for their academics.
Advertising and promoting academic mobility is good but it is also necessary to show how or
why it is important for the academics themselves and their career. Promoting academic mobility
should be done in a way that is really showing concretely through examples or previous
experiences from colleagues how the academic can improve himself and his skills rather than
just explaining that somehow it may be good for his academic career.

4.2. Impact of the teaching mobility on the students and on the teachers
As most of the academics questioned had a mobility with the Erasmus teaching
programme, one question that was asked to them was about their perception about the
usefulness of their teaching period abroad on the students of the host institution. Indeed, the
Erasmus teaching programme was also created in order to give the student who cannot have a
mobility themselves a chance to experience new approaches from foreign teachers as Janson et
al recall in their report of 200973. So theoretically the aim of the teaching mobility, according
to the EU and the Erasmus agency, is to be beneficial for the teachers and also for the students.
It is necessary to remind the reader that during their mobility academics participating to the
Erasmus programme have to teach a minimum amount of eight hours per week of mobility.
This amount of eight hours of teaching per week is also valid when the mobility is happening
for only two days74. Even though we are going to see that this requirement it is not always
respected by the mobile academics. In the frame of this study this aspect was not taken into
account and the work base to analyse the impact of the teaching mobility was the official rule
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of teaching time the academics must follow. Consequently, in this part the study is mainly going
to focus on the academics who did a mobility with the Erasmus programme and then we will
have a look at the general outlook about teaching mobility from all the respondents, both the
mobile and non-mobile academics. The reason to study the outlook of both groups is that in the
mobile group some academics who did their mobility with another programme than Erasmus
were sometimes teaching. For the non-mobile group the reason is even though they have not
been mobile, they may have received foreign teachers in their class and they were able to see
the effect it had on their students.
So as stated before, from the 28 academics who had a mobility, 22 did it with the
Erasmus programme. We are first going to look at their opinion about the usefulness of their
mobility for the students of the host institution. From these 22 academics who participate in the
Erasmus teaching mobility, 68% considered that their mobility was beneficial for the students
while 32% consider that it may have been useful for them but not necessarily. Even though
there is a clear proportion of the academics who say that it is useful and that it is useful because
the students are able to discover new teachers and new approaches to what they are studying. It
is allowing them to get know how it is in a foreign university via the intervention of the guest
teacher. It is also a way for the teachers to promote their own institution and attract students to
their home institution for a mobility.
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Fig.4.2. Opinion of the academics about the usefulness of the teaching mobility on the students

Usefulness of the teaching mobility according to the mobile academics
32%
Yes (15)
No (7)
68%

We can see that teachers are mainly think that it is useful for the students, however their
answers during the interviews reveal sometimes a much more contrasted aspect of this aspect
of the Erasmus teaching mobility. From the 21 interviews, 10 had a mobility with the Erasmus
programme. One of the teacher explains clearly why she thinks it is not beneficial for both sides,
her the teacher side and the other side the student one:
“I don’t go anywhere to teach, the teaching is always a kind of excuse to go there. It is just a
duty you have to fulfil. The most valuable is to talk with my colleagues and to meet with them.
Semi-formal talks are the most important. […] The Erasmus mobility should allow to go
abroad only for the research. Generally you are going abroad because you have the grant but
when you want to start a new topic you don’t have the money yet. Researchers are doing a lot
of pioneering research. The feedbacks from the students are not very valuable and I don’t
think it is very valuable for them as well.”75
This teacher also explained that her opinion about the teaching abroad is like this
because when she is teaching abroad she is giving a complete different lecture from the one she
is giving at her home institution, otherwise the students would not have the context of her
normal class content. This is leading us to another point this study can raise from the experience
of the teaching abroad. Most of the time teachers admitted that they were preparing a specific
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course for their class abroad. Also, during the interviews, they were asked if the students should
be prepared to receive the foreign teacher and most of them highlighted the difficulty of such a
task. Many of the mobile teachers questioned had also received sometimes foreign teachers in
their class and because of this they were able to understand the difficulty to prepare the students
to a foreign participant. The fact of not knowing the person before is making it complicated for
the host professor to know exactly how it is going to be with the foreign teacher. Moreover, the
interviewees, explained that despite the fact their mobility has been accepted, very often it is
complicated for the host institution to find them a suitable class to teach during their time in the
host institution. This situation was also described by the other academics, mobile and nonmobile, in the situation where it was them who were receiving a foreign teacher. So we can see
here that there is a suitability problem that is sometimes leading mobile teachers and host
institutions to some arrangements. As an illustration some of them admitted that they were
teaching less hours than required but the host institution was still confirming on the Erasmus
sheet that the requirement was fulfilled anyway.
“Eight hours is quite a tricky requirement. Even when you have an invited teacher also it is a
lot. When you are visiting or you have a visitor you don’t know what to do with the person.
Usually abroad we are teaching 3/4/5 hours not more and then there is an agreement between
us the teachers and the institution. Then for instance we can speak with the students or stuff
like this but it is not a real full eight hours of teaching.”76

To summarize the problem with this requirement of eight hours of teaching per week,
as many academics raised, the fact is that even in their home university some of them are not
even teaching that amount of time per week. Just like we said previously, this is also a constraint
for the host institution that needs to find an equivalent amount of time and suitable classes to
teach for the invited guest. This minimum requirement of teaching hours seems to be a
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constraint for both the institution and the academic and it is leading to a fraud of the programme
by both sides. It seems clear that even though some academics are having a teaching mobility
they genuinely intend to teach but still they are also going abroad for their research. Especially
when they want to start a new research topic and they need information they cannot find in their
home institutions. So this element about the teaching hours is an element that could be
reconsidered for the improvement of the Erasmus programme.

4.3. Integration of the mobility to the career
For diverse reasons as explain in the chapter 3, the desire of an academic to have a
mobility can be slowed down by structural, personal or institutional factors. In order to remedy
to these problems and also to favour a greater number of academics to have a mobility,
especially the most apprehensive ones, the idea of an obligatory mobility during the career was
brought out. This question was part of the questionnaire and was in one of the sections that was
made for both mobile and non-mobile academics. The overall of the answers is showing a
positive response to this idea. From the 46 respondents, 65% are thinking that it should be
integrated to the career in order to make everyone experience it at least once.
Fig.4.3. Should the mobility be integrated to the career?

Should mobility be obligatory during the career of an academic?
(46 respondents)
28%

65%
7%

Yes (30)

No (3)
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On the other hand, many academics, even the ones who answered “yes” to this question
about the mandatory side of the mobility, agreed that it would be complicated to implement a
mandatory system like this. They acknowledge the fact that because of the different factors it
would require to take into account too many aspects, especially the personal ones. It is true that
making the mobility mandatory would mean interfering with the private life of the academics.
At the same time a mandatory mobility system like this could take place for only short
mobilities and be adjusted to the different stages of a person’s life.
Another academic also considers that making something mandatory would be
equivalent to remove the “fun” that mobility can bring. According to him it would make become
the mobility a duty while now it is a possibility and a right. The fact that it would be a duty
would also create a negative feeling from the academics that would potentially result in a
negative experience and negative feedbacks. This would ends up annihilating the prime goal of
the mobility which is to bring back and share an experience from the mobility.
So following those records and those answers to the questionnaire we can legitimately
ask ourselves if making the mobility for academics mandatory would be the right solution.
Accordingly to the answers of the persons interviewed we can see that it is not the right measure
to implement or then in a very complicated way. Rather what could be interesting here would
be to strongly encourage the mobility by diverse measures affecting positively either the career
or facilitating the setting up of it. So even if academics seem to not disagree with the potentiality
of implementing a mandatory mobility during their career it seems complicated to make it
concrete but it is showing that there is a certain opening for a future similar proposition.
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4.4. The problem of the second language
This part may seems to come late in this study in the reader’s opinion but the analyse of
the second language used during the mobility can be both considered as a factor of motivation
or constraint to have a mobility and at the same time an outcome of the mobility.
It occurs that from the people questioned, many were obviously speaking Czech as their
native language, but some had another native language due to the fact they were foreigners
working in the Czech Republic. During a mobility, as Enders77 is explaining, usually the
language of the mobility is a third language that is neither the native language of the mobile
academic nor the official language of the country the academic is doing is mobility in. As the
following chart is revealing, usually the language used during the mobility by the mobile
academics was English. In certain cases academics were using two languages during their
mobility. This is the reasons why in the following chart there is an amount of 33 data for a total
of only 28 mobile academics. Most of the time the academics who were using two different
languages during their mobility are the academics that had a mobility in Germany. The reason
to this is that they were speaking German with the staff of the university and other professors
but the teaching requirement they had to fulfil was with Erasmus or equivalent international
classes and they had to use English.
Many academics confessed that when they were teaching abroad, the preparation of their
lecture was usually longer to do than for their usual lecture in the Czech Republic and they also
often stated that they were using a simpler vocabulary. They said as well that they were trying
to keep the discussion within their field of study due to the fact that it is a vocabulary they know
and they are using or that they are used to use on a regular basis in their job. Few also said that
because of their experience abroad they were able to teach in English as well in their home
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university, even though many of them were already doing it. This is leading us to the second
part of what we evoked at the beginning of this section, the constraint that it can be to not master
fluently a second language.
Fig.4.4. Language spoken during the mobility
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As we said, some of the teachers of the faculties of Social Sciences in Prague and Brno
are sometimes used to practice English on an everyday basis because they are already teaching
in English or they have to interact with foreign colleagues. We have already said based on the
article of Hurst78 that English is the lingua franca of the H.E system nowadays. Furthermore,
Altbach79 is explaining that nowadays English is the dominant language of the academic world
and that it could be compared to a lesser extent to what was Latin back then in the medieval
time and was the only language of instruction. He is saying that even though now instruction is
also done in other languages in the universities, English is the language that is required if we
want to reach the scientific international recognition. At the same time he is advocating for the
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necessity to keep using the other national languages. This confrontation between the national
and global level will be discuss in the next section of this chapter. Additionally, a lot of the
academic articles are published in English nowadays. This is sometimes forcing academics
working in the Czech Republic to work with English content. Both groups, the mobile and the
non-mobile academics were asked if English was an issue for them.
Fig.4.4.1.Is English an issue for you?

No (30)
7%

65%

Yes (13)
Maybe/ don't know
(3)

28%

As can be seen on the above diagram a major proportion of the academics questioned
reckoned that they do not have any particular problem with English but there is still almost a
third of them who are admitting not feeling confident with English. The proportion is similar
when it comes to their ability of teaching in English.
Fig.4.4.2.Is teaching in English a problem for you?
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So we can see that the proportion of the academics who do not have a problem with
teaching in English is quite the same as the one not having problems with English in general
but the portion that is uncertain about their skills to teach in English is growing from 7% to
17%. Yet, it is important for the reader to understand that these figures are representing the
feeling that academics have about their own skills of English and it does not represents their
objective level they would have in a test. Altogether we can notice that English can be a
constraint for some academics to have a mobility. We are here focused on English because it is
the most common language used nowadays but some older scholars (more than 50 years old)
admitted that their knowledge of English was not developed enough to have a mobility that
would be only in English but they would not have any problem to have mobility that would be
in German or Russian language. Also, the question about teaching classes in English was asked
because as Engel80 explains, teaching in English can sometimes be more complicated than
having a simple discussion with the foreign colleagues of the host institution. Yet during the
study some persons said that for them it would be the opposite because a class is something that
can be prepared and even if there is a discussion with the students, the discussion can remain
centred on the topic of the lecture while having a discussion with the foreign colleagues, the
discussion can varies a lot from one topic to another.
To sum up, English does not seem to be a problem so much nowadays, especially with
the younger generation of academics due to the fact they already have to work in English in
their home institution. The only detail we can take out from this is that most of the teachers
need a longer time of preparation for their class when it is in English. This aspect of the mobility
is obviously highlighting the necessity of English but it is important to keep in mind that any
other languages than English and that is mastered by an academic is still important. Especially
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if this language is helping the academic in his field of research. On balance, any second
language should be enhanced to help academics to be more confident and have a mobility. This
knowledge of a second language other than English could also potentially open some doors for
a mobility in some countries were the mastery of English is not developed enough.

4.5. General comments and opinions about internationalisation of the H.E
The H.E has always been highly internationalized and ready to do so in order to keep
science go forward and improve but first the difference needs to be made between
internationalisation and globalisation. In their article about the internationalisation of the
Higher Education, Altbach and Knight81 are explaining the difference between these two terms
and why it is necessary to distinguish them. To summarize their explanation, globalization in
the context of the H.E is concerning all the forces that are pushing it to be more
internationalized, they are evoking the “unalterable” aspect of the globalization. On the
contrary, internationalisation is made of many choices that are making possible the use of
different actors and factors according to each needs. Internationalisation allows personal
involvement in different sector according to the person’s will while globalization is a no choice
process of our century. This assumption that the internationalisation needs to face the economic
background of the globalization is also maintained by Bryam and Dervin82 in their introduction
of their edited book about the students and the staff academic mobility. They are claiming that
the universities and especially within the EU, are feeling this need of internationalisation.
However, we can ask ourselves how the academics that are directly concerned by this increase
of the internationalisation are perceiving it.
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What comes out from the answers of the academics questioned, from both groups, the
mobile and the non-mobile one is that there is a clear majority that is in favour of the
internationalisation. From the 46 respondents, 36 namely 78.26% completely agree with the
idea of a strong or even a stronger internationalisation of the H.E. Some of them are
supplementing their answers by the following explanations:
“The Czech Republic is a small country. If we keep our higher education isolated from
the outside world, it will be detrimental to its quality. Czech scientists - if they want to be
called scientists - need to produce work that is comparable to international science. And this
cannot be done if we keep ourselves in a little Czech bubble.”83
Some others academics also insisted on the fact that scholars should have at least one
semester abroad or some went even further with the proposition of not hiring directly the
graduated PhD students that graduated in the same university. These young researchers should
be “forced” to work and leave abroad in a different institution before going back to their default
university in order to have seen at least once a different academic culture and not be stuck with
the same school of thought. This opinion is meeting the example that Altbach84 is giving about
the South Korean PhD students that are doing their PhD abroad in order to have discover new
approaches. At the same time this theory is also problematic because as Hallett and Eryaman85
are pointing out, this is forcing the mobility of the young researchers and potentially excluding
good researchers just because they cannot permit themselves to go and leave abroad for a long
period, either for family or pecuniary reasons.
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Additionally with this kind of answers we can observe a real opposition between the
local/national level and the global one. This opposition is described by Altbach 86 in his article
about the English language in the higher education that was evoked before. This opposition is
always present because of the threat that English and therefore internationalisation are
representing for the national and local aspect of the research and the scientific world of a
country. This type of response was not an isolated one and other academics were commenting
that they are supporting a more intense internationalisation. This kind of strong support is
meeting what Teichler and Kehm87 are expounding as well, the fact that the H.E institutions are
considering internationalisation as a “priority” issue in their modern management. This priority
issue and the opposition of the national level to the international level is concerning the other
part of the academics and their opinion about the internationalisation. From the ten academics
left, two did not communicated their opinion about it and the other eight had all the same similar
answer. They were all also supporting the internationalisation of the H.E but they expressed
their concern about the fact that despite it is good and necessary it nonetheless depends on the
field of research and the fact that it needs to be done reasonably and not just to follow the
“trend”.
In conclusion of this chapter, we can see that the academic mobility, especially the one
with the Erasmus programme is not bringing important tangible advantages, contrary to what
Janson et al88 were concluding previously in their report about the Erasmus mobility and the
fact that it was helping the academics in Central and Eastern to have a better salary. On the
other hand it is meeting another conclusion of them about the fact that the added value of the
programme is decreasing with the time. We have seen here with the answers of the respondents
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that the main added value they got from their mobility was the contacts and the networks they
are able to build. Concerning the internationalisation of the H.E we can see that the trend among
the academics is to be in favour of it and we can expect it to be more important in the future.
Even though it seems important to not do it to the detriment of the local and national level.
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Conclusion
In conclusion of this master thesis, we have seen that this study used a mixed method
research in order to have a clear idea of how the academic mobility within the faculty of Social
Sciences of Prague and Brno is happening. Many aspects of the mobility were trying to be dealt
with but there is still room for improvement for later similar studies. We have seen that there
are different factors that are acting as obstacles in the proceeding of a mobility. One of the main
factor is the fact that academics do not have enough time to prepare for a mobility or to have
one at all. Especially if this mobility is exceeding one or two weeks. However, we have noticed
that the mastering of a second language and more generally English was not a factor of
importance anymore when it comes to a mobility. Most of the actual academics are speaking
English or a second language well enough to be able to participate in a mobility.
One of the first weaknesses we have highlighted and which is creating a slowdown from
the beginning is the communication made by the international offices. Indeed, as we have seen
the international offices are sometimes just sending the professors to the website page
concerning the mobility without explaining them the possibilities and the opportunities they
could withdraw from a mobility. This lack of visible perspectives or of the existing
opportunities can make some academics step aside from the path of the mobility. This weakness
can be connected to another one, the lack of feedbacks from the previous experiences. Indeed,
this lack of feedback database or something equivalent is potentially something that is slowing
down some academics to have a mobility. As we have seen, some academics have less
enthusiasm than others to have a mobility and this is due to diverse reasons. The apprehension
they can have could be erased from the academics’ mind if they were able to look at the positive
feedback or advice from the previous mobilities of their colleagues.
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Another contrasting point that we have raised is the fact that many mobilities are done
by the same academics in the same location and there is a lack of diversity in the mobility
process. This is not a complete weakness from the academic mobility, it is just that a turnover
could be encouraged by the institutions in the access to the mobility and maybe a restriction to
the same mobility in a row. However this aspect of the academic mobility is of lower importance
because it means that there is a least a part of the academics that is often mobile.

The last important point that has been raised during this study and that has been
highlighted by the will of the academics, is the fact that they are not able to have short research
mobilities. Almost all of the mobile academics were admitting that during their short mobility
such as the Erasmus teaching mobility, they were using it to do research in the host university
and some were even finding arrangements with the host institution to teach less hours than it is
required by the Erasmus programme. From the non-mobile group there was a similar wish about
the short mobilities. Some of the non-mobile academics did not had a mobility yet because they
are not interested by a teaching mobility and the research mobility are too demanding in terms
of preparation and investment, especially when they do not have a research topic that is at an
advanced stage already. This is showing us that there is a demand, at least at the European level,
for a short mobility programme based on research that is missing. This type of mobility would
be helpful for the academics to create contacts and networks with foreign academics and this
would be a way for them, during these short mobilities to proceed to a pioneering in order to
start a new research topic. This would also maybe avoid the use of the Erasmus teaching
mobility in a distorted way.
On the other hand there is some aspects that have not been approached in this study such
as the past student mobility of those academics. This aspect was intended to be dealt with but
due to either a misunderstanding of the question or maybe its clumsy formulation in the
questionnaire, the answers about the past student mobility of the respondents influencing on
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their academic mobility now have been untapped. Even though a few academics admitted
during the interviews that their student mobility helped them to face the apprehension they
could have had due to their previous similar experience of the mobility. Another point that has
not been approached in this study is the difference it may have between men and women
academics concerning their relation to mobility. This aspect was not taken into account in this
study because the sample group was not big enough to operate another division of the studied
group in addition to the one that was already made between the mobile and the non-mobile
group.
We can conclude that there is mainly four points that are composing the weaknesses of
the academic mobility in those faculties and maybe these weaknesses are similar in the other
higher education institutions but still the academics are finding ways to deal with it and to use
them in their advantage when they are willing to have a mobility. Many aspects of the academic
mobility have been approached but some deeper studies with more means could complete it in
the future.
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